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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation is tailored for the LARA Zoom Virtual Club meeting, Thursday, February 25 at 7:30 pm EST. The meeting is normally scheduled to last about 1 hour. Both Gene, K5PA, and Tom, KB5RF, will present this information and provide a live demonstration to the Zoom meeting.



Our Goals Tonight
Talk about different class of headsets 

with new functionality for your ham 
shack

How can this be used?
How to purchase & interface
Give demonstrations
Provide Q&A 
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How did this come about?
 WB2REM’s (Jim) 7163 kHz Early Morning DX and Chat 

Net
 10 years running, 5:00-7:30 a.m. EST, 7 days a week 

 Work DX and Tech Chat on Different Subjects

 Constantly Evaluating Technology

 Evaluated Different Wired Headsets for 3 Hour Net Ops

 Found CS520 Wireless, K5PA and WB2REM adapted to Net Ops
 Not uncommon for users to fall asleep with them on (OTA snoring!)

 Application Documented in 1st Article in CQ Magazine
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September 2017
Available as Download on 
https://www.k5pa.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The use of the wireless headset started with our 7163 early morning DX net evaluating various wired headsets. The theme had been what was the less costly, good performance and easily obtainable headset. We had heard of an inexpensive wireless headset and purchased several on ebay to experiment with. After some bench testing and characterization, we started documenting the designs on my K5PA website and in an article in September 2017, CQ magazine.

https://www.k5pa.com/


How Versatile is the W720?
 Next Found the Plantronics W720 Using the WO2 Base Unit

 Can use same AC/DC adapter and same headset as CS520

 Wireless, 3 Audio Streams, Any 2 Can Be Merged

 Same Time Frame, Created the “Cell Patch” -- Ham Radio Phone 
Patch Using 2 Cell Phones (QST Article)

 Useful Applications Explained Later
 Cell Patch (VE0JS, Jean Socrates checked into our 7163 Net but if 

propagation was poor, used Sat Phone to Cell Phone Call and patched to 
W720 for transmission over 7163 kHz)

 RemoteHams Client

 Transceiver Audio

 Cross-Connect Ham Radio with Cell Phone Audio for Shared Listening

 Multi-Headset (3) Can be Shared Simultaneously

 Application Documented in 2nd Article in CQ Magazine
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October 2018
Available as Download on 
https://www.k5pa.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After a lot of use with the CS520 wireless headset, we found that W720 system that used the same headset that the CS520 used. So, it was easy to migrate from our existing headset to the WO2 base unit. This provided much more capability and we found numerous application. In addition, we had just published an article in QST on the Cell Patch (phone patch in the modern era) and found the W720 performed even better. We all migrated from the CS520 to the W720 hardware. The website continued to be expanded as more users came on interfacing with different transceivers.

https://www.k5pa.com/
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What CHOICES!

KOSS, 3000

Radiosport, RS60CF

Heil, Pro 7 Yamaha,CM500

Heil, Pro Micro

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While writing this presentation, we started to classify different headsets that are being used and found a very large array of headphones. Seems to be a headset for every user in the world. Some examples of ham radio headsets are highlighted on this page. Quickly we had to classify the main attributes of headsets.



Quick Look at Classes of 
Headsets
 Communications, Radio (Typically Over/On Ear)
 Communications, Aircraft (Over Ear)
 Traveler, Lightweight (Over Ear)
 Audio (with noise reduction) (Over Ear)
 Computer (Over/On Ear)
 Audiophile (Over Ear)
 Gaming (Over Ear)
 Cellphone Systems (In Ear Buds)
 Telephone Systems (home, call centers) (On Ear)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A quick classification of headsets was made to determine how the W720 Plantronics “fits” into the wide variety of headsets on the commercial market. This was our first classification list of headsets.



 Commonly Found in Call-centers
 350 foot range (or greater)
 1.9 GHz (base unit to headset does not use Bluetooth)
 DECT 6.0 (secure, private connection) –or USA FCC 

version
 AES encryption for voice (128 bit)
 Low Latency(15 mS)
 3-in-1 design allows you to use the same  light headset 

with your PC, office phone and cell phone
 Easily adapted to use with transceivers, cell phones and 

computers (built-in sound card)
 VOX or Wireless PTT for use with transceivers
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What is this Plantronics headset anyway?

The model W720 

BUT WAIT…
THERE IS MORE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Plantronics has several features that make it suitable for use in the ham shack. However, it is not a one-fits-all headset for ham radio. But there are attributes that make it interesting as we have found in everyday use. Some of the key features of interest to us is in this list and the next page.



What is this Plantronics headset?
(Model W720 Connectivity is key)8

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, what is this headset and how is it being used? Connectivity is a KEY factor as I will show on these next slides. The application is for wiring to the microphone input to a transceiver. This is the same interface we had been using with the CS520.



What is this Plantronics headset?
(Model W720 Connectivity is key)9

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The W720 adds two additional interfaces that include Bluetooth 2.4 GHz and a built-in sound audio sound card for computer connections. The Bluetooth connects to cell phones nicely and the sound card makes computer interfacing simple. The Plantronics base unit’s sound card appears as a sound card to the operating system. The base units can be purchased that are optimized for Microsoft applications, so designated by the Microsoft Lync labeling. 



What is this Plantronics headset?
(Model W720 Connectivity is key)10

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A nice feature is the ability to JOIN ANY 2 of 3 interfaces (transceiver microphone/speaker, Bluetooth cell phone, computer sound card). This is an excellent use for the headset that we will explore during the demonstration later.



What is this Plantronics headset?
(Model W720 Connectivity is key)11

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If the capability wasn’t enough already, W720 can also be connected to MULTIPLE headsets using a conferencing mode. This is useful for sharing the connected device (and cross connected device) with other persons. Applications are for sharing the radio with another ham, a youngster, or sharing a cell phone call with a spouse, or sharing a Zoom connection with multiple persons. At our QTHs we use the conferencing capability mainly for family Zoom meetings in the year-of-COVID.



Let’s Look at Use Cases
More than just another headset, this is a cool tool
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is helpful to look at use cases to understand how this headset stands apart from common ham radio headsets. It is the connectivity and walk-about capability that makes this a Cool Tool.



Use Case 1
Everyday Cell Phone Calls
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1.9 GHz

Bluetooth

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaks for itself. But we have also found in cell phone fringe areas, where you normally must walk around the home to find an optimum location to talk on the phone, a wireless headset permits you to set the phone in the BEST location and you continue to walk about the home. Neat!



Use Case 2
Computer Audio, Zoom/Skype Calls
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INTERNET
CLOUD

1.9 GHz

Multiple Users
Via Conferencing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Computer remote connections via computer apps are more easily made using wireless headsets. And you can share the audio by using multiple headsets!



Use Case 3
Local Radio With Freedom to Walkabout 
Home Property, Nets, Monitoring, Working DX 
from Any Room
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1.9 GHz

Wired Audio
Connection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We use the wireless features daily on amateur radio nets to allow full mobility while walking about our property. We can use wireless PTT or VOX to transmit on the nets.



Use Case 4
Comparing Remote Radio & Local Radio
Reception or Enhancing Net Ops
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CLOUDRemote
Radio
SITE

1.9 GHz

Wired Audio
Connection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use it daily to  compare site QRM/QRN  between locations. We just join the transceiver audio with the remote radio site location (example, using RemoteHams software) and can easily switch between the two audio sources to make site reception comparisons. The stronger site can be used for reception and/or transmission.



Use Case 5
Cell Patch to Local Radio
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1.9 GHz

Bluetooth
2.4 GHz

Wired Audio
Connection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Phone patch technology has not migrated well from the 20th to the 21st century! We remember our early days of radio where hams provided phone patches between telephone POTS equipment and their transceiver. Cell phones have largely replaced the need for phone patches. However, we have still found real-life times when phone patches are necessary such as EMCOM during disasters. We have used the Cell Patch to the radio to assist a ham in Puerto Rico to connect with his son in the USA to help him arrange flights to leave the stricken island. This connectivity was essential for making that family connection when cell towers were down.
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Iridium Satellite 1.9 GHz

Bluetooth
2.4 GHz

Use Case 6
Cell Patch to Local Radio
Jeanne Socrates, VE0JS, Circumnavigation QSOs

Wired Audio
Connection

Nereida

Jeanne 
VE0JS

1.6 GHz

Also, Provided RemoteHams (via Com Port)
Group Access on 7163 kHz Morning Net

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another use case is providing communications with Jeanne Socrates during her successful circumnavigation of the globe. Connections were made between her Iridium satellite phone to the cell phone network cross connected to the ham radio 7163 kHz net live. We also connected her ham radio on board the Nereida to the net that was heard across the South Pacific, USA, Central America and the Caribbean.
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1.9 GHz

Use Case 7 – Walkie Talkie
Two Headset Conference Mode

1.9 GHz

Worker & Helper Hands-Free 
Communications Tool

- Attic/Ham Shack/Antenna Field Work

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lastly, the headsets can be setup in a two-headset conference mode walkie-talkie mode. This allows another helper to assist with antenna field work, hams shack connections, and work in the attic. A great handsfree connection capability with greater than 300 feet range.
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1.9 GHz

Use Case 8 – Your Silent Partner
Squelch complaints about loud TV

Walkabout about the home while 
listening to your favorite program

Wired Audio
Connection

Low Latency

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lastly, the headsets can be connected to a television or radio via a wired connection giving excellent, low latency audio between the appliance and your headset. Walkabout the home as you wish or even go around your property and listen to your favorite programs while keeping everyone else in the house happy.



Base Unit Interfaces, Controls, 
Audio Latency & Purchasing
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Where are the Connections to the 
WO2 Base Unit?
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Gene – notes on dial set up for volume/gain settings mic 3-4 speaker 

Use this slide if Video Slide was removed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use the embedded video slide, if possible, or show this slide if the video has been deleted.



How do you Make Connections and 
Control the Volume
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Call button is also used for 
connecting multiple headsets for 
conferencing

Call button pressed for 3-sec can 
also be used to put headset to 
sleep for up to 50 hours!

Use this slide if Video Slide was removed

SLEEP TIME

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use the embedded video slide, if possible, or show this slide if the video has been deleted.The Call Button is also needed to conference additional headsets or to put the headset into an extended sleep mode to conserve battery power. 



How Do You Manage Your Source 
Connections?
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Cross Connect - Just press 
any 2 of the 3 buttons to 
connect those inputs. Hold 
both buttons for 3-seconds 
to cross-connect!

Cross Disconnect - When 2 
are shown joined, just press 
button that you want to 
disconnect.

Use this slide if Video Slide was removed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cross connections of any of the two sources are shown in the picture. The Call Button is also needed to conference additional headsets or to put the headset into an extended sleep mode to conserve battery power.Here are the key points in cross-connecting and disconnecting sources.:  � �Once a single source has been selected, simultaneously press that source PLUS the next source you want to join but KEEP PRESSED for 3 seconds. � �Once joined, the two sources are together. � �To remove the 2nd source, just momentarily press the source you want to drop off leaving the one you want! For my benefit, due to age, I added a sticker below my 3-sources that reads, “TO JOIN HOLD BOTH 3 SEConds” 



Plantronics Hub App Software - FREE
 Configuration program for PC or Mac, free
 Also, provides a tray icon 

 Can shown % battery remaining
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Free app from Plantronics, the link is provided on K5PA reference website. You do not have to use the HUB software since the Plantronics works fine with out it.  The hub helps you set up your phone and provide status indicator. There are quite a few default settings that you may want to change to fit your use case. We highly recommend the hub for checking and changing setting and monitoring battery performance.



What is Latency Delay in the Wireless 
Headset Audio?
 Measured audio delay from tone burst inception into 

base unit to audible output of earphone
 Important when manually generating Morse code 

using a manual paddle key and keyer
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Note 1 - Measured using CS520 but should be same as W720

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The audio latency is the delay time that occurs from the inception of audio at the input to the base unit until the audio is heard through the headset. The cause of latency is the audio processing that occurs through digital-to-analog conversion, encryption, modulation and transmission. The opposite processing must be performed inside the headphone circuitry to generate the audible sounds. Some digital audio systems, such as Bluetooth technology can be too slow to allow efficient manual generation of Morse code since the operator listens to the code generated using mechanical lever manipulations using a key or paddle.



How Do You Purchase the W720?
 Where to buy - get a used one 

 ebay ($50-$100 typically)

 Search for W720 and DECT 6.0 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
he CS520 headset packages range in price online from $50 to $199+ depending on the condition. They can be found on eBay and other auction sites as well as in the Plantronics Outlet store. The CS520 usually comes with a headset, charging/mating base, 9 VDC power supply and a telephone system patch cable (not used). Lastly, when buying the CS520 from eBay, make sure the unit purchased is DECT 6.0 for domestic consumption and not the other version unless you live outside USA/FCC jurisdiction. When purchasing the headset, beware that there is a CS520-XD version that is not compatible since it uses 900 MHz and is not DECT 6.0 compliant.



Wireless Transmit Control (VOX/PTT) 
and Message Memories

 Generally, use VOX if you like it
 Use the mute mic button on headset to while 

using VOX
 We also have wireless push-to-talk DIY 

projects – see K5PA web resource  
 Now have a wireless relay circuit for Icom 

transceivers to access message memories – 4 and 
8 to activate CQ, or this is a good to join the net, or 
CQ DX, etc.
 The operator can now be totally separated from the radio 

and still send voice message memories
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To augment using the wireless headsets, we have developed interfacing for transmit control via wireless PTT, using VOX, and sending message memories stored in the transceiver (Icom only)



And NOW, Untethering Your 
Memories… for Icom Operators

 January 2021* article in CQ Amateur Radio 
magazine
 Untether Your Memories for Icom Transceivers

 Answers the Question: If you already have wireless headset, 
wireless push-to-talk or VOX, don’t you need wireless Voice 
Memories too?
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*Authors K5PA, Gene & WB2REM, Jim published in CQ Amateur Radio, Jan. 2021

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The published article is available for downloading on the Author’s website (K5PA). Numerous wireless PTT interfaces are also discussed in app notes and articles.



Next, Live Demos
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Joining cell phone to computer headset works fine, no issue	- The Zoom audience will be listening to use via the headset during the presentation and it is easy to join the IC-7610 audio as needed.Joining ham radio to computer headset, is accomplished using a cell phone connected to Gene’s IC-746Pro radio transmitting/receiving into a dummy load at K5PA’s location.	- His IC-7610 is used to make RF connection to the cell phone connected radio while cross-connected to the Zoom presentation.  	- Tom will need to call Gene on his cell phone	- VOX transmit control will be used to allow Tom to transmit into the dummy load using the IC-746Pro.	- Gene will talk with Tom over the radio channel while the Zoom audience is listening to the conversation



Live Demonstration #1
Computer (Zoom) + Radio
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1.9 GHz

Wired Audio
Connection

INTERNET
CLOUD

Zoom Live
Audience

Over-the-Air
QSO

Presenter
With Remote

PTT Transmit Control
(Control Operator)

#1

IC-7610

In this demo, KB5RF is 
using a remoted IC-746Pro

QSO Partner

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Live Demo #1 links the Control Operator using the IC-7610 transceiver to a QSO in progress to another radio (IC-746Pro). The Zoom audience is also joined into the conversation and can listen or also talk as long as the Control Operator operates the Push-to-Talk switch or they use VOX. Third party traffic rules must be enforced when there might be a possibility of contacts with third part nations.For control over the QSO, the presenters have chosen to use a remoted base station so they can maintain control of the QSO, keep transmitted power to no more than necessary, and keep QRM to a minimum.  RemoteHams software is used by the presenters (client and remote server, RCForb)



Live Demonstration #2
Computer (Zoom) + Cell Phone
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1.9 GHz

INTERNET
CLOUD

Bluetooth
2.4 GHz

Presenter
Zoom Live
Audience

Phone
Contact

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Live Demo #2 connects the Presenter to the Zoom audience and a live Cell Phone call to the group. The connection from the W720 base to the cell phone uses Bluetooth technology (2.4 GHz) whereas the connection to the Plantronics headset is an encrypted digital connection over the 1.9 GHz RF link.



Live Demonstration #3
Computer (Zoom) + Cell Phone
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1.9 GHz

INTERNET
CLOUD

Bluetooth
2.4 GHz

PresenterZoom Live
Audience

Phone
Contact

Wired Audio
Connection

Over-the-Air
QSO

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Live Demo #3 connects the Presenter to a live Cell Phone call to the transceiver creating the Cell Phone Patch. Since the Zoom audience cannot hear the Cell Phone Call (only 2 of the 3 connections are allowed at one time) this will have to be explained.



Where are the Resources?
 K5PA’s W720 Resource Webpage

 https://www.k5pa.com & Resource Webpage Link
 Documentation on Plantronics Headsets

 Catalog of Transceiver Interfaces

 Plantronics Part Numbers
 Technical Information

 Do It Yourself (DIY) Projects
 FLEX 6400 & Maestro

 FT991 Interface with Wireless PTT

 Connecting to Phone Plug Audio

 Connecting to Cell Phones or Tablets
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Radio Interface Catalog

Part Numbers For Ordering

DIY Projects

https://www.k5pa.com/
http://k5pa.com/cs520hams/index.htm


Thank you
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This presentation will be made 
available as a PDF document

Questions?



The End
36

SK

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The End.End of Transmission, SK
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